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About This Game

In this short 2.5D arcade/action game, control a giant mutant lizard to eat people, crush cars, and throw things. Spend points on
upgrades and new abilities and try to survive an increasingly deadly hail of bullets.

Features

Three Game modes:

Story Mode - Play as the lizard and rampage your way through three main levels and two bosses with a few
cutscenes along the way. Unlock two other monsters for arcade mode.

Arcade Mode - Choose from three monsters and try to survive as long as you can. No bosses. No cutscenes.

Practice Mode - Relax and practice your moves without getting shot at. Get a feel for the controls and throw
stuff at targets.

Three Unique Monsters:

The first creature uses its tail to grab and throw anything it can lift. The two unlockable ones each have their own
way of tossing things.

Each one has its own practice level, tailored to the monster's abilities.
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Each monster has over two dozen animations, plus an IK system to move the character's neck and head (so the
monster can look at the annoying jerk who keep shooting it).

Upgrades:
Spend the points that you get from eating people to improve stats like health and armor, and unlock the ability to pick up
cars and stomp on things.
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Title: Attack of the Giant Mutant Lizard
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Medicated Games
Publisher:
Medicated Games
Release Date: 26 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,Korean,Portuguese
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WARNING! if you get motion sick easily, skip this one
for everybody else, this is a very fun shooter on rollercoaster rails

i personally cant play it...
after 2 minutes max i had to stop
my head still hurts and feels swollen, and my stomach isnt too happy either haha. While the game has some cool ideas, and does
some stuff right, there's just way too many stupid inconveniences to get into the game. A lot of this has to do with the way the
game handles parties, and the moment that made me quit is when, to revive my party, I had to go into the menu, choose
formation, move the party member to the front, and then talk to a person to revive them. While some might see this as a
callback to older NES RPGs, this is the kind of stuff that should have been streamlined out while making this game. This isn't
the only thing like this either, there are many circumstances where you have to move a character to the front of the party to
perform an action on or with them.. Sometimes buying bargain basement games is risky and does not end well. Games this
cheap can be totally for♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ particularly the casual gaming set: developers that were plagued with production problems
on the back end try their best to stuff the dirt under the rug so no one would notice, but the cracks show in the light in confusing
plots, some cheap-looking graphics and bad voiceovers. Make no mistake…1 Moment of Time: Silentville has all these
blunders. Just look at the opening slate! But, the amateur bits of this game are forgivable. Ultimately, this is a fun game with a
lot going for it.

Stylistically, Silentville’s graphics appear a tad dated, but the game itself holds up, with puzzles and hidden object scenes that are
varied and interesting. There are at least a dozen locations at one time to explore – with a decent map that allows you to warp to
each location. You are also given a book that tracks what you have done and clues to direct you to what you have to do next.
With this many locales, there is a fair bit of backtracking. About the only thing I didn’t enjoy here was that once I was done for
good in an area, the game kept its access open, making me think there was more to do. Thank goodness for that warp map!
Really though, I got to know Silentville‘s layout pretty well and did not often get all “turned around”.

Where the cracks showed in Silentville fell on some of the hidden object scenes that would have the gamer search for an item
that happened to be hidden behind the game’s static lower screen inventory banner. Not a big deal, but it seemed to be most HO
scenes, and it did cost me a few achievements in the game having to use the Hint to find those items.

A few minor bellyaches: anyone else think “1 Moment of Time” is a strange title to a game? I mean, writing this post, I had to
go back and correct how I wrote the title a few times. Why a numeral 1 in the title; why not ONE? This grated on me a little in a
wordsmithing way. But, I suppose it’s not as bad as the rampant and obvious spelling errors throughout the game, for which
there is numeral 0 excuse!

Overall, 1 Moment of Time: Silentville has staying power and variety. Most of all, it’s fun! And at 0.59 cents on Steam, it has
been a pleasant surprise!. https://youtu.be/31g0YE61PLQ
. 0/10
There is no quests. I have seen a lot of negative reviews on this one, but honestly, I think the reviews are old, and really do not
do this game justice.

The controller interface is great. If you don't care for the keyboard controls, I strongly recommend that you use the controller.
As far as the glitches and slow menus reported: How about buying a sdecent graphics card? lol

All in all, this a great game. Simple arcade style feel with a steampunk aesthetic. The voice actors do surprisingly well, and the
progression is relaxed and enjoyable. This felt like a nautical sister game to Sine Mora.
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THe price is great too. Buy it yourself, test it out, and enjoy. To hell with the whiny old reviews.. Easily one of the most
entertaining party games!
I really love the phone integration. ♡
Great job dev!
Please make some new questions though. I've played through all of them twice over now... xD. Sounds a bit stupid,I mean it
really is a tank jumping around,but it's quite funny to play for a short time. The price is also good and it comes with trading
cards too so personally I can't complain about anything(maybe the lack of achievements).. Sid Meier coined the "Covert Action
rule" after this game since it was really good in all its components, but didn't meld together quite so well. Regardless, it's still fun
to this day.. Great game, a simplified beat em up with a light RPG levelling system makes for an enjoyable romp.
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Great party game!. Chapter 1 was very good, but Chapter 2 kind of took Timore into the direction that a lot of people dislike: a
horror game that is also being one of the most difficult games I have ever played. Don't get me wrong. I love this game and I
recommend it to everybody. But the part in Chapter 2 where you have to go through all the red doors is kind of ridiculous. You
have way too little health, it is impossible to regenerate health, and the monsters have specific hit boxes for you to kill them,
making them have an exceeding advantage over you. I have been dying and dying and dying, making no progress, and eventually
I gave up. I hope that you see this and tweak some of the combat and health in the game, and maybe I will retry Chapter 2. But
everything else is awesome. The jumpscares, the atmosphere, and great story that makes the Timore series evolve and exceed
people's expectations. Undoubtfully one of my favorite horror games out there.. This game is like an old arcade game i was
playing when i was kid with the Sega GENESIS CD graphix.

This is a good try to have fun with it but it was not.
I think i'have bought this game in a Bundle or mabe just by curiosity but... At that price, you can try it but it's not a really good
game.. If you're into puzzles and figuring out things, this is a nice little game. The story is inconclusive but interesting.
Pay attention to the topography when you tinker with the controls and you'll figure it out soon enough.. real fun game, i love
playing turn based rpg's like this, def recommend it if you're into this genre. Surprisingly good so far.. Hunt Down The Freeman
was a better game.. i like it , simple , good arts , Free2play .

============= First Rate 10/10 Before Run =============

-3 > Low Interface , Low Action Effects .
+1 > So Simple and Fun At Battles Stratgy .
-2 > Music Not Good at All .
+1 > Fast Run , Free For All .

============= Last Rate 7/10 After Run ============= So : Try This Game !
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